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Have you done your 5mins daily Prayer for NIGERIA today?

Proverbs 28:12b NKJV

When the righteous rejoice, there is great glory; But when the wicked arise, men

hide themselves.

Hmmmmm, when the wicked ARISE, men hide themselves.

Everyone seem to be hiding, threading softly.

Bandits, insurgents, kidnappers, ritualists, going on as if we are in a lawless society.

Thee are wicked people in positions of power benefitting from this misery.

These wicked people are let loose, because they have sponsors and backbones in Government.

Pray that God
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break their backbones.

Pray that God unseat every wicked, inept and corrupt one in power.

Pray that God visit them in His indignation.

Lately, Statistics show that.

In the last one year;

International bodies have adjudged NIGERIA as the poverty capital of the world.

That

NIGERIA is the worst place on earth, and even the worst place to do business.

They have now put us in d same zip code as Yemen, Afghanistan, Libya, Sudan...Countries known for terrorism.

Inflation in NIGERIA is now at 17%

Unemployment at 33%

Death by terror this year alone is

1,245 (known figures o)

Those kidnapped this year alone 1,390

These are just official figures

In Kaduna alone, from January-March alone

Killed 323

Kidnapped 949.

We see Corruption daily being swept under the carpet.

NNPC, ports authority, civil service etc are all a cesspool

of monumental corruption

Just 2 weeks ago, the Zamfara state governor said he used d sum of N300m to purchase some local dogs, to ward off

Bandits and kidnappers

Come on, Let's not b overly spiritual.

These faceless people, probably less that 0.1% of our population, have been

left unperturbed. They can be stopped, not just prayerfully, but, by deliberate efforts on our part through the ballot box and

participation in governance.

Jesus not only called out the leaders of His days for the same or similar reasons, He took action.

Do set at least 5mins
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